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This paper presents a unique method for documenting and reflecting learning in
interdisciplinary science learning settings, which prioritises the perspectives of
marginalised learners and which may be used across cultural contexts. Short for
“magazine” or “fanzine,” zines are small DIY booklets which can contain poetry,
narrative, drawings, comics, collage and more. Often associated with radical or
alternative cultures, they can become a kind of self-made soapbox for the creator, a
material artifact that, by its very deconstructed and deconstructing nature, encourages a
personalised remixing of ideas. Within this paper, we examine the practical and
pedagogical positioning of zines within a STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Arts, and Mathematics) context. As both a visual and text-based artifact, a zine is uniquely
capable of capturing broad responses to diverse learning experiences which blur
disciplinary boundaries and offers an inclusive and firmly emancipatory approach to
reflective practice.

Keywords: informal science learning, STEAM (enriched with arts), equity, reflection, social justice, evaluation,
widening participation

INTRODUCTION

Science learning that takes place in out-of-school settings has been an active area of research for
several decades (Falk and Dierking, 2000; Braund and Reiss, 2004). In recent years there has been a
renewed focus on how science learning in these settings may have a greater impact on lifelong
learning by strengthening partnerships between formal and informal educators, supporting social
learning, and providing greater freedom for people to choose how and when they engage with science
(Dunlop et al., 2019). Different pathways for learners, or learning ecologies, can cover a wide range of
learning environments but often focus on children and school-related programmes rather than
higher education and adult learning (Sangrá et al., 2019). The need for broader considerations of
science learning is reflected in the growing number of conceptualisations across the field, which often
highlight participatory approaches such as citizen science, co-creation, and inclusive science
communication (Durall et al., 2020; Polk and Diver, 2020; Roche et al., 2020).

A key focus in the development of participatory theoretical frameworks for informal science
learning is giving appropriate consideration to the role of location and community, especially for
marginalised youth who face systemic barriers to inclusion (Dawson, 2018; Nazar et al., 2019).
Informal science learning programmes have traditionally focused on how these groups can be
better supported to improve their access to science education outside of the classroom
(Calabrese Barton and Tan, 2018). Rather than aiming to change how young people engage
with science in out-of-school settings, it is becoming increasingly clear that it is the field of
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informal science learning which must change in order to
support more equitable participation (Archer et al., 2021).

Learning environments must find common ground between
scientific knowledge and cultural knowledge (Gondwe and
Longnecker, 2015). This will improve how western science
interacts with sociocultural learning and indigenous ways of
knowing and being (Tzou et al., 2019). Such cross-cultural
conceptualisations of how learners engage and communicate
science are important for dismantling infrastructures of
exclusion (Orthia, 2020). This is especially pertinent for the
most vulnerable groups in society, such as migrants and
refugee populations. In addition, the responsibility for more
equitable and inclusive practice extends not only to museums,
science centers, zoos, and aquariums, but to all informal science
learning spaces (Brown et al., 2020). Along with inclusive
environments, more robust and reliable research methods are
needed to evaluate and assess science learning in out-of-school
settings, especially those evaluation approaches which are
responsive to the lived experiences and voices of non-
dominant communities (Garibay and Teasdale, 2019).

This paper describes one such method, a unique approach to
reflective evaluation, which prioritises the perspectives of
marginalised learners and may be used across cultural contexts
in informal and out-of-school settings.

It addresses the research question: How might reflective
learning be facilitated and documented across interdisciplinary
settings and cross-cultural contexts?

This approach uses zines—handmade booklets which may
contain poetry, comics, collage, drawings, and more. Zines offer
a highly creative and personalised way to explore, critique and
reflect upon a given topic through multiple means (Radway,
2001). Here, the historical evolution of zines and their
development as a creative and informal way to carry out
reflective evaluation is introduced. Zines are then examined
within the context of a STEAM-orientated pedagogical
framework and a method of engaging young people in
multiple interdisciplinary science learning environments. The
paper shares a number of examples from the development
period of the tool as a medium of reflection and concludes
with recommendations on how this approach can be
implemented by researchers and practitioners in the STEAM
learning field and beyond. We suggest that the method
presented in this paper is flexible enough to be adapted for
use in other out-of-school learning programmes and contexts,
such as science centers or natural history museums, cultural
heritage or the arts.

Radical Roots: A Brief History of Zines
While small circulation ephemera such as political pamphlets,
leaflets, and flyers have a long and varied history, there were a
number of critical moments which defined the zine format and
movement. In November 1926, a group of individuals solicited
contributions for a unique, non-commercial publication, FIRE!!
This small circulation periodical included artwork, poetry, and
essays from great thinkers and revolutionaries of the Harlem
Renaissance (FIRE!! 1926). It chronicled and celebrated black
excellence and explored subjects such as queerness, and

femininity, subjects which mainstream publications often
refused to cover. Financed by its creators, including celebrated
authors Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, Aaron Douglas,
Richard Bruce Nugent, and Wallace Thurman, the independent
publication allowed young black artists to represent their values,
ideas and experiences (Johnson and Johnson, 1974). Although
short lived, the publication created a lasting impact. While the
youth of the Harlem Renaissance were excited by the radical
perspectives on queer romance and political criticism, other
readers were appalled. In the excitement following this fierce
debate, other “non-commercial non-professional small
circulation publications” known as zines appeared Duncombe,
(1997), includingHarlem and Black Opals (Johnson and Johnson,
1974).

In the 1930s and 1940s, science fiction fan clubs such as the
Science Fiction League (SFL) further popularised the zine
medium (Bretnor, 1974). SFL members came together to
discuss and rework stories in their own periodicals published
within their community. They became a tool for women in
particular to critique and reimagine popular stories from a
feminine point of view, or to feature leading female characters
(Radway, 2011; Vong, 2016).

Zines experienced another wave of popularity in the late 1960s
and throughout the 1970s, playing a critical role in the
dissemination of anti-establishment and feminist ideology in
the United States and the United Kingdom (Garrison, 2000;
Chidgey, 2009). As Punk and D.I.Y scenes emerged, and the
rise of copy shops provided greater distribution powers to zine
creators, publications such as Sniffin’ Glue and Profane Existence
leapt from the counterculture movement and into the
mainstream (Duncombe, 1997; Bartel, 2004). In each historical
iteration, zines provided an intellectual space outside of the
mainstream. Where creators did not see themselves, their
experiences, values or identities represented, zines provided a
new kind of public sphere where communities could be found or
created with little more than paper, ink, and a few old magazines.
(Bleyer, 2004; Guzzetti and Gamboa 2004).

Contemporary Zine Culture in Education
More recently, zines have seen a resurgence in popularity both
online and in paper form. These roots in civic engagement,
critical analysis and personalisation have produced a powerful
reflective tool which allows learners to represent themselves and
construct meaning through multiple visual and textual means
(Guzzetti and Gamboa, 2004; Poletti, 2005). As zine creators, the
medium positions learners not as consumers of knowledge, but as
critics, creators, and crucially, experts in their own communities
of knowledge (Yang, 2010; Desyllas and Sinclair, 2014). With pen
and paper, anyone can become a zinester (someone who makes
zines). This material accessibility makes zines an ideal tool for
learning contexts where technological resources are limited
(Guzetti, 2009; Guzzetti and Gamboa, 2004; Knobel and
Lankshear, 2002).

Researchers Rallin and Barnard (2008) brought zines into
formal learning spaces, including university courses on literary
analysis and composition. Here they used zines to encourage
students to “to interrogate how knowledge serves specific
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political, and social interests, to cultivate a questioning
relationship to their own knowledge and to dominant modes
of knowledge dissemination” (Rallin and Barnard, 2008).
DeGravelles (2011) found that zine pedagogy has been used
across formal and informal learning settings as a way to
empower students through accessibility, self-authorisation, and
participation.

A number of science communicators and educators have also
experimented with this medium (Dunwoody, 1992; Yang, 2010;
ScienceGrrl, 2018; Liu, 2019) encouraged his biology students to
go beyond consuming scientific knowledge, by creating zines
which invited critical responses and reimaginings of scientific
concepts and phenomena. This kind of participatory literacy
encourages learners to take possession of knowledge and find
new ways to explore, explain and apply these ideas. “In a world
where scientific knowledge is increasingly complex and technical,
the participatory literacy of zines can foster a sense of ownership
that is often lacking for those who don’t have the chance to study
science formally or at an advanced level, or who had a bad
experience with science learning in their educational past” (Yang,
2010).

PEDAGOGY

Zines as a Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics
Pedagogy
STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and
Mathematics) is a term used to describe a growing field of
research and practice that includes the arts among the more
commonly combined STEM subjects (Liao, 2016). A number of
recent studies have highlighted the transformative learning
potential of informal STEAM programmes (Costantino, 2018;
Lee and Soep, 2018; Bevan et al., 2020a). The creative inquiry
model of STEAM learning presented by Costantino (2018) builds
on the problem-based, inquiry-based, and hands-on learning

features of STEM education, alongside the arts and design
“signature pedagogy” which features the key areas of critical
making and object-based learning, critique, and exhibition.
This creative inquiry model “demonstrates a mutually engaged
transdisciplinary approach for STEAM learning” (Costantino,
2018, p.6). In their thorough overview of the various contested
conceptualisations of the term STEAM, Mejias et al. (2021),
(p.209) also feature the word “mutual”, concluding that
STEAM has the most potential for positive impact when the
arts is given equal status among the STEM subjects, and both are
“mutually instrumental” to one another. Bevan et al. (2019) and
Mejias et al. (2021) present a framework of conjectured STEAM
epistemic practices developed through observation of out-of-
school transdisciplinary art and science programmes for youth,
including those in Science Gallery Dublin described in Learning
Environments and Methods. We adopt a version of this
framework, modified by us, as a pedagogical model within
which to position zines as a STEAM learning and reflective
tool (Figure 1).

The zine-making sessions outlined in the subsequent sections
of this paper asked students to reflect on their learning within an
informal STEAM environment and are designed to surface these
epistemic practices of STEAM in their own right, as described in
the following questions that a zine-maker may ask themselves
during one such session. These questions were developed
specifically for the zine activity and highlight the adaptability
and flexibility of the STEAM pedagogy framework of Mejias et al.
(2021). This provides an example of how practitioners may
examine the STEAM potential of their proposed activities
under the three strands of this framework: exploring,
meaning-making and critiquing.

Exploring
1. Noticing and questioning-what and when did I learn?Who did

I learn from/with? How did I learn?
2. Exploring materiality-what materials shall I use to create my

zine? Can I improve and personalise my zine by adding
different materials?

FIGURE 1 | Framework for using zines as a STEAM learning and reflective tool. Adapted from (Mejias et al., 2021).
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3. Defining the problem space-which element of my learning
shall I focus on in this tiny booklet? What feels personally
important enough to capture? How much detail can I go into?

Meaning-Making
1. Producing representations-how do I convey my message? Can

I represent feelings and emotions visually, in text or using
materials?

2. Engaging multiple modalities-Can I use text, visual art, digital
media, even tactile or embodied representations to embellish
or accompany my zine?

3. Finding relevance-can I show the relevance of the topic or the
learning experience to my own life, my identity? What are the
broader social, cultural, political implications of the topic that
affect me, my social group, my family, my country?

Critiquing
1. Hacking the ideas of others-can I remix or repurpose the ideas

I have encountered, and combine conjecture and hypothesis to
create personal relevance and meaning? Can I use the tools I
have at my disposal to be creative?

2. Cultivating dissent-what is my own personal reaction to these
ideas? What is the implication of my learning experience? Do I
have critical agency?

3. Holding commitments to the standards of the field-what is a
zine? Who has used them in the past and why? Does my zine
share the features and form? Am I a “zinester?”
4Sharing results and “audiencing”-am I ready to share my
personal creation with the world?

Zines as Reflective Tools in Informal
Learning Spaces
Rather than simply offering an opportunity for learners to recall
or recite educational experiences, when paired with effective
prompts or provocations, zines encourage their creators to
reflect deeply on the implications of their learning experiences
and to situate them in their own contexts. Reflection can be
understood as an active cognitive process in which a learner
deliberately contemplates an experience (Dewey, 1933). This
process provides opportunities for learners to seek and find
connections between previous knowledge and experiences (Di
Stefano et al., 2017).

As a result of the level of engagement from learners that
reflection requires, it is used as a key practice within education
research across formal, non-formal, and informal learning
environments (Williamson, 1994; Congdon and Blandy,
2005; Yang, 2010; Moore et al., 2020). Though reflection
can be difficult to capture, learner-made zines offer a rich
insight into learners’ personal learning processes. Together
with prompts, zines offer a structured form of reflective
support and as such are more likely to be accessible for
many participants (Carlile and Jordan, 2007). Researcher
and educator ToddHonma, (2016) (p.33) has noted,
“Because of their do-it-yourself ethos, zines are often
embraced by those from marginalized backgrounds because
of their freedom to experiment with different modes of writing,

expression, and presentation.” While other mediums such as
annotated portfolios Löwgren, (2013); Hall, (2020), user
stories Cohn, (2004); Matuk et al. (2016), autoethnographies
Tutkal et al. (2021); Souto-Manning, 2010) also support
learner-led reflection, zines offer learners a sense of
subversion and ownership that other more institutionalised
forms of writing do not provide (Lonsdale, 2015). Zine-making
encourages multimodal composition, transdisciplinary
exploration, and participatory culture in creating pieces of
work which are meant to draw attention to what is meaningful
and impactful to their creators (DeGravelles, 2011; Lonsdale,
2015).

In order to explore the levels of reflection which emerge during
the zine-making process, this approach adopts the Ryan and Ryan
(2015) 4R Reflection Scale: reporting/responding, relating,
reasoning, and reconstructing. Reflection may be represented
in many forms and a straightforward categorisation was
proposed by Ryan and Ryan (2015) to help researchers fathom
the depths of reflection encouraged or discouraged by a medium.
Figure 2 demonstrates how the text in zines (column 1) might
correlate to the different depths of reflection described by Ryan
and Ryan (2015) (column 3).

LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

This paper shares the experience of developing and using zines
within inter-or transdisciplinary learning programmes hosted
by Science Gallery at Trinity College Dublin (Ireland)1, Ars
Electronica (Austria)2, Waag (Netherlands)3, Kersnikova
Institute (Slovenia)4, and LATRA (Greece)5. These
institutions offer learning experiences that are situated
beyond the formal classroom environment, and as such offer
free-choice (Dierking, 2005; Falk, 2005), or informal (Bell et al.,
2009) learning opportunities. Together, they serve learners from
an array of backgrounds with diverse educational experiences,
aged between 11 and 21. For example, LATRA serves young
people who are refugees or migrants; their zine workshops
specifically engaged learners aged 16–18, two of whom were
unable to read and write as they had never attended school.
Science Gallery Dublin’s STEAM workshop series serves young
people in full-time education, aged 15–17, who are taking one
week out of school to attend these STEAM workshops, while
Waag’s program is a weekend school for disadvantaged children
in Amsterdam aged 9–14. At the Kersnikova Institute, learners
aged 10–14 participated in a weeklong series of programming
and robotics workshops. The unifying factor between these
locations is a pedagogical approach which combines one or
more STEM subjects with the arts, and meeting the criteria set
out by Mejias et al. (2021) of being mutually instrumental and

1https://dublin.sciencegallery.com/
2https://ars.electronica.art/news/en/
3https://waag.org/en/home
4https://kersnikova.org/en
5https://latra.gr/
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pedagogical, with neither the arts or the STEM discipline given
precedence over the other. The learning design of all of these
STEAM programmes promotes learner autonomy and agency
through problem-solving, open-ended discovery, and
exploration. Programmes are anchored around societal issues
and challenges, with learners frequently asked to attend to the
ethical, political or economic dimensions of a STEAM-related
topic. There is also a focus on facilitation as a process which
supports young people in their own construction of knowledge
and meaning, rather than direct instruction. These features
support the development of “learning as an activist project”
Bevan et al. (2020b), (p. 3) in informal STEAM settings,
empowering youth to be “critical thinkers and agentive
individuals.” Considering the historic use of zines for
political action and engagement, they are a useful tool in
such environments where learning is considered activist,
thanks to their ability to support ownership of and
meaningful engagement with STEAM knowledge.

METHODS

Zines were trialled as a reflective tool to support STEAM learning
between November 2019 and February 2020 within the context of
Science Gallery Dublin’s OPEN MIND Studio, a week-long
informal STEAM learning program for students aged
15–16 years old (Hurley, 2019). More than 130 young people

were introduced to zine-making and supported to adopt the
practice as a way to share their thoughts, feelings and
experiences throughout their time at Science Gallery Dublin.
Within this trial, zine-making occurred at the end of each of
the five days and lasted between 40 min and 1 h. Through an
iterative approach based on learner and facilitator feedback, the
zine-making sessions were refined and adjusted. The details of
each stage are presented inmore detail below, to provide guidance
for practitioners wishing to adopt this methodology in their own
settings.

Step 1: Introducing Learners, to Zines and
Zine Culture
By introducing learners to zine history and culture, they are
grounded in an understanding that zines are first and foremost
about self-expression, identity work, and exploring ideas, and
communities of knowledge. Sharing choice examples of relevant
zines The Burgundy Zine, (2021); Wang, (2021) can help
learners to see that this is an exercise for them to own,
customise and play with, as many have done before them.
This is a stark distinction to other forms of evaluation such
as surveys, which seek answers to specific questions. Instead,
zine-making is grounded in what learners themselves wish to
contribute (their own creativity, reflection) and take away (their
zine, participation in and appreciation of a larger zine
community) from the process.

FIGURE 2 | Reflection framework to evaluate reflection in zines, based on Ryan and Ryan 4Rs (2015) including levels of reflection and textual examples.
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Step 2: Folding the Zine
There are a number of zine binding methods, but the authors
suggest the simple folding method, demonstrated in Figure 3
below. This method involves making a “pocket zine” the result of
folding a piece of A4 paper in half, three times.

Step 3: Prompting Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics
PedagogyEpistemic Practices: Exploration,
Meaning-Making, Critique and Reflection
Though zines lend themselves to a combination of visual and
textual communication, learners weremade aware that they could
choose one, the other, or both of these methods. Scaffolding the
process of reflection with more structure was necessary in order
to meaningfully support the learning experience. A series of
prompts were refined, informed by the questions listed in
Zines as a Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and
Mathematics Pedagogy. The topic or concept can be replaced
depending on the setting.

The prompts used to scaffold the zine reflections are as follows:

1. What do you wish people knew about [topic/concept explored
during workshop]?

2. Is this topic related to anything you have learned in school or
elsewhere? If so, how?

3. What are the impacts of [topic/concept]?
4. Did anything about this workshop surprise you? If so, what?
5. Make any final edits to your zine and prepare to share with

the group

Step 4: Developing a Reflective
Environment.
While introducing zines, folding them, and introducing the
prompt questions go some way to developing a reflective
atmosphere within the learning space, facilitators are advised
to further this atmosphere by experimenting with the room
layout, noise levels, and their own experience within their
unique non-formal learning environment to explore what
works most to support learner reflection. Learners were never
advised not to speak, but often fell into quietude during the zine
making sessions. Developing the appropriate atmosphere in the
room will necessarily vary from group to group, and facilitators
must be reflexive and respond to the groups’ needs.

Step 5-Sharing their zine
Learners are invited to share their zines and to explain the
motivations behind the topics they covered and the creative
decisions they made. This encourages learners to clarify their
visions and provides an opportunity for further reflection
through dialogue (Knobel and Lankshear, 2002). This step is
optional, but the community building potential of sharing zines
and finding like-minded peers who share similar positionalities,
values, and experiences has been a major benefit of the medium
across the five testing locations.

Step 6-Evaluate Outcomes
Practitioners choosing to implement this zine method within an
out-of-school learning environment may use the Ryan and Ryan
(2015) 4Rs evaluation framework (Figure 2) to support their
evaluation of the zines created.

FIGURE 3 | Folding instructions for creating a zine.
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Sample pages from zines created at Science Gallery Dublin can
be seen in Figure 4. These zines were created during the initial
development period of the tool and provided a kind of
pedagogical and methodological blueprint to be followed by
the institutions discussed in Learning Environments. These
zines were created during a STEAM workshop series which
covered topics related to conservation, sustainability, and the
proliferation of plastic. Examples of each of the 4Rs shown in
Figure 2 (reporting/responding, relating, reasoning, and
reconstructing) are identified in the zines shown in Figure 4,
and discussed briefly below.

Reporting/responding: In the sample image at the top left of
Figure 4, a learner first reports on their experiences during the
first day of the workshops stating, “We got to know each other at
the start and then made models with Lego...”On day 2 the learner
takes their reflection a step further sharing how the experience
made them feel, “We did a drama workshop with a guy called
Mark. For me, it made me feel more comfortable about sharing
ideas + expressing myself.” It is also interesting to note that the
learner chose not to respond to the prompts but felt comfortable
to take ownership of the medium to document what was most
meaningful to them.

Relating: In the image on the bottom left of the figure, another
learner chose to write one of the prompts into their zine and
responded by drawing a comparison between their understanding
of bacteria and plastic. The learner also created a kind of character
based on an image cut from a magazine, “Fergal” a seagull. The
learner goes on to state in written text that like bacteria “not all
plastic is evil...” and provides a brief example of how the character
might benefit from an item made of plastic.

Reasoning: In the center image beneath a triangle of gold leaf, a
learner shares their reflections on plastic’s impacts on the Irish
language. While the workshops focused on the proliferation of
plastic as a material and its impacts on health, wellbeing and the
environment, this learner chose to reflect on how it had changed
their language and further how this could be considered evidence
for its broader impacts on society.

Reconstructing: In the sample image on the right in Figure 4,
another learner describes a not-so-distant future in which plastic

particles outnumber the fish in the ocean. The text is framed by
blue waves and underscored by yellow sand both drawn in
marker. This prediction or hypothesis builds on the
environmental interventions and challenges explored during
the workshops and provides another example of a learner
which chose to go beyond the prompts to imagining a possible
future.

FACILITATOR FEEDBACK AND
REFLECTIONS

Having finalised the above method through trials at Science
Gallery Dublin, facilitators and program managers from Ars
Electronica, LATRA, Kersnikova and Waag put the process
into practice in their own institutions. They then reflected on
the experience, noting the ways in which learners and workshop
organisers navigated the process. These reflections have helped to
identify the strengths, weaknesses and recommendations
associated with using this tool, which are shared below.

Participants in the sessions which lasted between 45 and
60 min reported the highest level of enjoyment during the zine
making process.

Facilitators also noted that zines provided a chance for learners
to find a personalised way of communicating complex thoughts
and ideas through text or image or some combination of the two.
They also provided more introverted students an opportunity to
express and share their reactions to a learning experience. This
creative freedom allowed for non-traditional explorations of
material and opportunities for learners to connect with subject
matter in novel ways, demonstrating multiple literacies and
providing practitioners with a deeper understanding of the
ways each participant was relating to the workshops. It also
created unique opportunities for further dialogue between
participants and facilitators exploring the multiplicity of
meaning which emerged from the reflective practice.

Further feedback suggested that the zines presented a chance
for learners to take more active ownership of the learning process
in choosing which moments to document, critique, and respond

FIGURE 4 | A sample of zine pages created during STEAM workshops at Science Gallery Dublin.
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to, within this material object that they had created. These are
artifacts which by design, belong to the learner, not to the
facilitator, institution, or researchers-situating the learner
explicitly in a seat of creative power and knowledge-making.
Many learners wished to keep their zines following the learning
experience. In some instances, it was reported that in addition to
providing a personal record and response to a learning
opportunity, the completion of the zine-making process
offered some learners a sense of achievement and closure to
the experience.

As both a visual and text-based artifact, the zine as a
reflective tool it is capable of capturing broad responses to
learning experiences which blur disciplinary boundaries
(Congdon and Blandy, 2005). By their nature, zines can be
adapted to multiple learning environments and learner needs.
Requiring only pen and paper as material resources, learners
are able to document and reflect deeply on learning
experiences in a small booklet of their own design. As an
alternative form of media with roots in DIY culture, zines have
evolved an amateurish aesthetic which places primacy on the
personal experiences and interpretations of the zine creator. In
the feedback shared from both learners and facilitators, this
has worked to minimize anxieties around social and academic
resources.

In some cases, the openness of the medium became a source
of creative anxiety. Some learners at times felt frustration with
the process, with one facilitator reporting that learners at their
institution felt their drawings were “ugly”, while others
expressed feeling rushed while creating their zines. In some
instances, learners expressed confusion over the lack of
parameters inherent in the activity. In order to mitigate some
of these frustrations and creative anxieties, some facilitators
chose to use colored paper as opposed to white paper which
resulted in a more relaxed attitude toward drawing and collage.
Framing the prompts as provocations and inspiration for the
zine-making process also served to address some challenges
regarding the open-ended nature of the task. Some also played
music during the sessions to support a more relaxed and
reflective atmosphere. One of the most common challenges
across all locations was the amount of time required for
zine-making. Once learners became comfortable with the
medium, many of them felt there was not ample time to
fulfill their vision for their own zine.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Zines allow a new kind of dialogue to take place between
learners, educators, and institutions. Reflective zines
encourage their makers to remix, re-present, and reimagine
science and STEAM learnings in ways which position the
maker as the knowledge creator and expert. Many of the
organisations involved in the trial of this approach have
chosen to continue to adapt and apply it in further
programming, citing its enjoyable and empowering nature
in giving voice to all learners especially those who are part
of marginalized communities.

As outlined in the previous section, a lack of structure and
parameters may be a barrier for some learners including those
who are unfamiliar with reflective practice or zines. While the
medium is meant to allow for creative freedom, some structure
is needed to provide further support for reflective thinking.
With the addition of the prompts, learners often provided
reflections which reasoned through and reconstructed
science and STEAM learning activities. The prompts
provided learners with inspiration but allowed for enough
personal freedom and choice to decide what they felt was
most important to document.

The facilitators, researchers, and practitioners shared a
number of key takeaways from their experiences utilising zines
as reflective tools across informal STEAM learning settings:

1. Support learner creativity. Be clear that there is no right or
wrong way to make a zine. This should be repeated throughout
the zine sessions to mitigate creative anxieties and to instil that
experience is about reflection and taking ownership of
knowledge.

2. Remind the learners that this object belongs to them. Its value
and purpose is entirely up to the learner.

3. Provide ample time. When learners are allowed to sink into the
zine making process their reflections become more detailed
and the experience is more enjoyable for them.

4. Create a reflective atmosphere. Playing music, even letting the
learners choose the music can be an effective way of creating a
relaxed space

5. Be flexible. Some learners will need more exposition while
others will dive right in. Having examples of zines on hand is a
helpful way to alleviate any uncertainties caused by the
openness of the medium.

Reflective approaches for cultural institutions are more
important than ever given the COVID-19 pandemic, racial
reckoning, and continued global political and economic
uncertainty, meaning that now is “the moment to act with
humility and courage, to reform our approaches, and become
cultural institutions which welcome, support, and value all
communities” (Brown et al., 2020). Zines offer an inclusive
and emancipatory opening to inter-and transdisciplinary
thinking and the testing of ideas. They can act as a model
or path into public participation on any number of subjects. It
is a DIY medium where creators are able to dissect and
reconfigure topics of interest and experiment with new
ideas, hypotheses, and information (Congdon and Blandy,
2003). Zines encourage learners to relate their personal
experiences, identities and values to STEAM subjects and
to explore fresh connections to similar topics touched upon
in more formal learning environments and in their day to
day lives.
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